Violence is a horrible thing I hate seeing violence in real life: People curse, fight, and killing each other. It affect me badly. What are people fighting for? My neighborhood is full of violence. Hears my story.

My neighbors are always fighting I don’t know what for. It’s always my neighbors down stairs making all the noise. It can be 3:00am and they are having a party. Don’t they have jobs there middle age. The other neighbors next door are knocking on the door and calling the police. I don’t blame them.

I have no idea what starts it but I hear people just banging, yelling, and also cursing. I sometimes be sleeping then they start partying. They party 24/7 It’s always at night. That’s why people call the police to get some sleep. I try to get sleep too they play loud music and I have school in the morning.
I could probably tell them to stop. Every other week, the police are coming to there house they are probably tried of coming there I know I would. This is just ridiculous.

If there not having a party they are playing loud music or smoking in the house. And we can smell it inside our house it goes through the floor then we have to spray airwick around the house because it smells bad.

They have many people living in they're house its like open house. Most of them are even family they just live there. People sometimes stay there for a week and then leave weird for me. A lot of people get hurt in there I would move out if I was any of them. They don't want to move out if they try to it is going to be a lot of work for them probably take them 2 or 3 months.
This is the violence I am talking about. I remember one time someone got shot in that and died. They still live there. The people in the house were very sad it was police everywhere looking to find the person. This was a school night and it was 2:00 in the morning.

This is the violence I am talking about and I hope it does not go on forever. This shows that I hate seeing my neighbors fight.